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Abstract
This study focuses on the skill issues of the Islamic financial institutions that impact on the industry negatively. For the Islamic financial industry to develop according to the standard level, it needs proper skills. Therefore, this paper clarifies the issue first and then reasons for skill gaps in the Islamic financial industry. Shortage of centers and training courses for creating talents in Islamic finance field slows down the industry. In addition, the current unqualified staff of Islamic financial institutions effect on the Islamic financial industry. Shortage of skills in the Islamic finance field is not always due to the insufficient number of staff, but because that current staff do not possess all related Islamic financial knowledge, such as legal, Shariah and modern finance system. Therefore, this paper presents suitable methods for developing and producing Islamic finance professionals. Establishing centers and colleges for producing knowledgeable Islamic financial staff is an important method for developing the Islamic financial industry. In addition, opening training courses by Islamic financial institutions can also be a good tool for developing necessary skills of the current Islamic financial employees.
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1- Introduction
Islamic financial industry is developing rapidly and it needs new skills for running Islamic financial business. However, the number of skills for Islamic finance in the world is less than required. Such insufficient number of skills for the Islamic finance industry affect its business. Therefore, there should be a solution to the issue for Islamic finance institutions to provide the best products for their customers. When Islamic finance first appeared in the 1970s the majority of bankers working in these new institutions came from a conventional finance background. In addition, the Sharia scholars at the time did not have sufficient experiences compared to the expertise and knowledge they have today. However, it does not mean that Islamic financial institutions already have enough skills today.

In fact, there are reasons for the skill gaps of Islamic finance in the world which hamper the development of these institutions. One possible reason is that there are not enough academics for teaching in the field of Islamic finance. Furthermore, the shortage of colleges and centers for educating Islamic financiers could be another reason. In that context, this paper analyzes these possible reasons and then offer effective solutions to fill skill gaps in the Islamic financial industry. The study will refer to some countries that have long experience in practicing Islamic finance and have abilities in resolving Islamic financial institutions’ skill gaps.

2- Impact of Shortage of Talents on Islamic Financial Institutions
Islamic financial industry has a problem of talent that there is a huge shortage of suitably skilled employees working within the industry. Such shortage has an impact on financial institutions. For the development of the sector, there should be numbers of skills that need to be trained and educated about Islamic finance. To be clear what type of skills are needed for the Islamic financial institutions in general, the qualifications should be specified. The key talent shortages in Islamic finance pertain mainly to technical and Shariah knowledge; as well as more general skills such as product innovation and strategic planning. It is noted clearly that industry practitioners regard the development of training programs in Islamic finance as being somewhat effective in supporting the needs of Islamic financial institutions.

In case of lacking or shortage of talents in the Islamic financial sector, the growth of the sector will be slowed down. In addition, skill gaps in Islamic financial institutions waste the institution’s time and incur a cost. Moreover, the institutions may lose their customers due to these skill gaps. Accordingly, it will eventually cause the industry to lose its market. In general, clients expect a high quality of services from the institution. In fact,
high-quality services are provided by the Islamic financial institution that has skillful and experienced staff. If the institution has a problem of proper employees and managers then it cannot provide proper services. Therefore, skill gaps in Islamic financial institutions make the institutions face a big challenge as the issue reduces the quality of the products and transactions offered by the institutions.

2-1- Slow Down Development of the Institution
Shortage of skills in Islamic financial institutions slows down the development of the institutions. It is clear that developing any sector or any company needs proper human capital. In that context, there is an increasing worldwide demand for skills as Islamic finance expands. Skilled talents assist the institution to manage all the jobs in a better way. Islamic financial institutions should compete with conventional financial institutions to win this competition. Hence Islamic financial institutions need skillful people. Having insufficient Islamic financial skills has a negative impact on the growth of the Islamic financial institutions, which is obviously a disadvantage as compared to their conventional counterparts. Most of the skills in the Islamic financial sector suffer from a lack of knowledge about Islamic financial products. Therefore, the shortage of skills in the sector can be one of the obstacles and challenge for the development of the Islamic financial sector in general. The Islamic financial services industry is a much-specialized field and obtaining the right capabilities and skills sets is critical. A lack of qualified Islamic Finance graduates with the required talents by the industry could affect industry growth.

“According to Al Meezan Investments CEO Mohammad Shoaib, the existing structure is already thirsty for sales team trained in basic concepts; he puts the figure for potentially skilled staff required at over 1,000. To support this growth, an additional 80-90 highly skilled people will be required to take the industry to the next level of maturity.”

2-2- Wasting of the Time and the Cost
Skill gaps in Islamic financial institutions cause the industry to waste money and also the time. Sometimes because that the industry or the Islamic financial institution needs to make a decision about a contract or a transaction while the employees of the institution do not have enough knowledge about the transaction, the institution needs to hire outside professionals to make the right decision. In this case, the Islamic institution loses its money and time as these professionals should be paid and it also takes more time for the contract to be made. Some Islamic financial institutions need to depend on private firms to borrow skills from in order to fill the gap of lacking skills. Those firms provide advice to any Islamic financial institution in Shariah aspects. Islamic financial institutions should pay the firms to obtain advice for their employees about any contract or any issue that the institution is faced. In fact, the process of acquiring advice from the Sharia advisory firm takes longer time other than incurring the cost of the Islamic financial institution. Therefore, skill gaps of the Islamic financial institutions delay the process of transactions that are conducted by the institutions. As a result, the income of the Islamic financial institution will be reduced and the cost of the products will be increased. In addition, providing training courses by any Shariah advisory firm for the staff will cost the institutions. It can be said that the collected knowledge in the industry, could have serious cost effects for the industry.

3- Reasons behind Skill Gaps In Islamic Financial Institutions
There are many reasons behind skill gaps in the Islamic financial industry.

The industry is new.
One reason is that this industry is still young. The Islamic financial industry started operating in its modern form in the 1970s, and in numerous countries has only become a mainstream industry in the past decade. The industry has moved into relatively complex areas, such as Islamic money market instruments and hybrid Islamic bonds with equity-linked characteristics, only in recent years.

Therefore, the staff of the Islamic financial industry is still at the early stage when it comes to knowledge compared to the traditional financial sector. As the Islamic financial sector started its operation in the 1970s, the staff and managers of the sector are lack of knowledge in Islamic financial business. Most of its staff come from
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the conventional financial sector when the industry started to open and establish at the beginning. Therefore, the Islamic financial industry and its staff are young and still have the problem of lacking skillful employees and managers.

**Insufficient number of education centers for Islamic finance**

Lack of a sufficient number of colleges and centers for education in Islamic finance is considered as another reason behind skill gaps in the industry. There are some centers and colleges that offer courses in Islamic finance in the world. However, the number of these centers and universities is fewer as compared to the number of financial institutions in the world. Some countries maybe have a sufficient number of universities and colleges and centers that offer Islamic financial courses, such as Malaysia and Bahrain. But in general, the number of colleges and centers in the world is still not enough to meet the demand of the industry. In addition, the courses and subjects that are studied in these centers or universities may not help produce proper knowledgeable and skillful employees for the Islamic financial institutions. Therefore, not only a shortage of courses and centers that offer Islamic financial degrees but also the lacking of qualified courses are the cause of the issue of skill gaps in Islamic financial institutions. In this sense, qualified courses help produce qualified staff and employees for the industry to develop, grow and compete with traditional financial institutions.

**Non-Qualification of the courses**

There are some courses that should be studied by students who take Islamic financial course. Shariah, modern economics, finance, legal courses are important to be taken for any student to take Islamic finance courses. Thus, besides the Shariah aspect, other knowledge should be taught at any center that produces Islamic finance staff. However, most of the centers and universities that offer Islamic financial course do not teach students all these courses. Therefore, graduated students are not qualified to work and serve in Islamic financial institutions. Most of the Islamic financial institutions looking for those staff who have all these aforementioned knowledge.

In addition to the courses about Islamic finance, working experience is vital for taking part in the Islamic financial industry. Most of the Islamic financial institutions look for knowledgeable and experienced skills for their institutions. The institutions do not want to spend money on educating their new and freshly graduated students. Moreover, these institutions do not spend their time training their staff. Therefore, cost and time are two important elements for the Islamic financial institutions to develop their products.

Hence, the lack of Islamic financial skill does not mean that there is not new graduation in the field sometimes. Furthermore, there may be numbers of students graduate every year in the field of Islamic finance, but they do not have practical skills. They studied many subjects about Islamic finance in theory, but they did not practice in the field. Thus, it could be said that lack of cooperation between the academia and Islamic finance industry to develop a wholesome curriculum in Islamic finance has resulted in a mismatch between the graduates produced and the skills required by the industry. Graduates go through a system which is more theoretical than practical are not suitable equipped for the industry. Fresh graduate students must take some practical training courses in Islamic finance during or right after graduation, due to the reason that fresh graduates must compete with the experienced workers in the industry.

### 4 Solutions for the Skill Gaps In Islamic Financial Institutions

Talent development solutions may go beyond the circle of the financial services community, to include other business communities, such as legal community, government officials and IT solution providers. The development of the Islamic financial sector also relies on these parts of the private and public sectors. Their training needs must also be met through structured training programs to facilitate their understanding of the specifics of Islamic finance and its value propositions. Establishing centres and institutions to produce qualified Islamic financial skills is an important solution to mitigate the negative impact of skills gaps. There are several important centres in the world that can help the Islamic financial institutions in creating new and qualified skills for the industry.

The International Centre for Education in Islamic Finance (INCEIF) was established in 2006 to develop qualified professionals in Islamic finance. The International Shariah Research Academy for Islamic Finance (ISRA) in Malaysia is another important education center for producing Islamic financial talents. These centers have been gaining more and more worldwide recognition in producing talents and meeting research needs to

support the growth of the vibrant industry. Some countries established special centers for producing Islamic financial skills and opened training courses for their current staff of Islamic financial institutions, e.g. Malaysia. The Bank Negara Malaysia, which is Central Bank of Malaysia, has been working hard on developing Islamic financial skills. As a result, Malaysia is estimated to have 50-course providers and 18 universities, which offer Islamic finance degrees, and it provides the largest academic output internationally. The country has published 169 research papers on Islamic finance in the last three years, according to data from Thomson Reuters. Although the Malaysian Islamic banking industry’s output in monetary terms is growing about 20 percent annually, employment in it is expanding at less than half than that rate, which is happening in the context that an additional 22,400 jobs are needed to support the growth, according to a blueprint for the financial sector prepared by the central bank.

In addition, Islamic financial institutions could provide some specialized training for their current staff. Nonetheless, banks have so far been unwilling to do so because of the time and cost involved. Instead, they tend to poach skilled staff from rivals, a quicker and cheaper alternative way of acquiring talents needed. In fact, the current staff of Islamic financial institutions are lack of knowledge in Islamic financial products. Therefore, they need to update their knowledge and information about Islamic financial transactions and products. Opening monthly or quarterly training courses for the current staff is necessary.

Moreover, it is important for Islamic financial institutions to establish a strong relationship with universities and colleges that produce proper skills for these institutions. In that context, it can be seen that in a country like Hong King some large international banks have also developed close partnerships with leading universities to develop specific banking courses designed to provide students with an understanding of practical banking operations.

Hence, to develop talent skills and fill the skill gaps, Islamic financial institutions can request universities and colleges that offer Islamic financial courses to design some specific courses and subjects that produce special talents in the Islamic finance field. In addition, these colleges and universities can teach their students courses related to Islamic finance in theory while the Islamic financial institutions can provide practical training courses to those students. The summer school programs for students in Islamic finance that focus on practical aspects of Islamic finance through business operation simulations can also be a good option. In that logic, the graduated students from those universities can have both practical and theoretical skills in running Islamic financial business. Ultimately, Islamic financial institutions will be able to acquire trained and skillful staff.

5- Conclusion

For the Islamic financial industry to develop faster and to compete with its conventional counterpart, it needs a sufficient number of skills. Trained and experienced staff is necessarily needed. Therefore, Islamic financial institutions are looking for professionals skills. The skill gaps in the Islamic financial industry slowdown the development of the industry. There are many reasons for these skill gaps. An insufficient number of training centers and colleges for producing Islamic financial skills is a serious reason for lack of Islamic finance professionals. The current inexperienced staff of Islamic financial institutions is another reason behind skill gaps in the industry. In addition, the Islamic financial industry does not provide enough fund for training their staff and fresh graduates. Furthermore, freshly graduated students have only theoretical knowledge without practical experiences.

For resolving the issue of skill gaps in the Islamic financial industry, there should be quarterly training courses for the current Islamic financial staff. Hence, Islamic financial institutions should provide a fund for this purpose. Opening colleges and centers for producing talent in the Islamic financial industry is another important method. Reforming in the provided courses could also be a solution. The courses that are offered by training centers and universities in Islamic financial degrees should include subjects on Shariah, law, modern economy, accounting, and conventional banking system. As a result, these universities and centers can produce professionals demanded by the Islamic financial system. Moreover, there should be a strong relationship between Islamic financial institutions and universities. The two should work together to provide practical courses
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and training for the graduated and current students so that the graduated students can have both practical and theoretical experiences in Islamic finance.
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